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Abstract

Lightly touching an earth-fixed external surface with the forefinger provides somatosensory information that reduces the Center
of Pressure (CoP) oscillations. If this surface were to move slowly, the Central Nervous System (CNS) would misinterpret its
movement as body self-motion, and involuntary compensatory sway responses would appear, resulting in a significant coupling
between finger and CoP motions. We designed a forefinger moving light-touch biofeedback based on this finding, which controls
the surface velocity to drive the CoP towards a target position.

Here, we investigate this biofeedback resistance to cognitive processes. In addition to a baseline, the experimental protocol
includes four main conditions. In the first, participants were utterly naive about the feedback. Then, they received additional
reliable sensory information. The third condition ensured their full awareness of the external nature of the surface motion. Finally,
the experimenter notified them that the external motion drives their balance and asked them to reject its influence.

Our investigation shows that despite the robustness of the proposed biofeedback, light-touch remains penetrable by cognitive
processes. For participants to dramatically reduce the existing coupling between the finger and CoP motions, they should be aware
of the external motion, how it impacts sway, and actively reject its influence.

The main implication of our findings is that light-touch exhibits the same cognitive flexibility as vision when artificially stimu-
lated. This could be interpreted as a defense mechanism to re-weight these two sensory inputs in a moving environment.
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1. Introduction1

Independent artificial manipulation of sensory inputs evokes2

coupled postural responses. The strength of this coupling3

may depend on cognitive processes, including awareness,4

prediction of the forthcoming events, central multisensory5

integration, and voluntary control. When manipulating sensory6

inputs signalling only self-motion, the coupling remains strong7

regardless of the presence of cognitive processes. In contrast,8

cognitive processes can weaken or even preclude the coupling,9

during artificial manipulation of senses reporting both external10

and self motions.11

12

Vestibular and kinesthetic sensory inputs signal only body13

self-motion. A typical way of artificially manipulating the14

vestibular sensory modality is to apply Galvanic Vestibular15

Stimulation (GVS) to the vestibular nerves [1, 2]. Once ap-16

plied, the participant experiences a virtual rotation and leans in17

the opposite direction. GVS stimulation is immune to cogni-18

tive processes [3]. The coupling remains high regardless of the19

awareness of the artificial nature of the stimulus, pre-cueing of20

its occurrence or even its self-triggering. Applying vibrations to21

neuromuscular spindles at the calves muscles’ level is a usual22

way to manipulate kinesthetic channels artificially. It induces23

a false sensation of falling forward [4], and an automatic back-24

ward postural response is then triggered. This artificial stimulus25

is also immune to cognitive processes, as reported in [5]. Pre-26

diction or self-triggering could only delay the evoked response.27

Vision signals both external and self motions. People, stand-28

ing in a room, whose walls are moving slowly, experience il-29

lusory self-motion. Postural reactions are then engaged in the30

same direction of the moving walls [6, 7]. Unlike vestibular in-31

puts and muscle spindles, if anything alerts participants about32

their misinterpretation of the visual information, the evoked33

sway may be strongly inhibited [8].34

Lightly touching a stationary surface with the forefinger is35

a significant sensory input to postural balance. It diminishes36

dramatically sway without providing any mechanical support37

[9]. However, if the surface moves periodically and slowly,38

body sway shows an automatic coupling to the stimulus39

trajectory [10, 11]. Like vision, a moving light touch leads,40

most of the time, to a perceptual ambiguity. The Central41

Nervous System (CNS) misinterprets the surface movement as42

self-motion [12]. We designed a forefinger moving light-touch43

biofeedback based on the finding of Jeka et al., which controls44

the surface’s velocity to drive the CoP towards a target position45

[13]. Our control sets the surface speed proportional to the46

error between the current and the target CoP positions. We47

tuned the control to keep the speed low with the objective of48

increasing the pre-mentioned sensory ambiguity.49

50

Due to sensory re-weighting mechanisms, providing partici-51

pants with a reliable additional sensory input may decrease the52

evoked postural responses. For example, if participants could53

benefit from light-touch with a stationary surface, postural54
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responses to visual stimuli [14, 15], tendon vibration [16] and55

galvanic stimulation [17] would decrease significantly. Jeka56

et al. reported that the coupling strength is also subject to57

multisensory integration mechanisms [15] and that opening the58

eyes can reduce coupling for moving light touch.59

60

This paper questions our biofeedback resistance to the61

following cognitive processes: the addition of reliable sensory62

information, the explicit awareness of the motion’s external63

nature, and the understanding of the potential coupling associ-64

ated with the instruction to reject it actively. Our investigation65

shows the robustness of the proposed feedback. For partici-66

pants to dramatically reduce the existing coupling between the67

finger and CoP motions, they should be aware of the external68

motion, how it impacts sway, and actively reject its influence.69

70

The main implication of our findings is that light-touch be-71

haves to a large extent, like vision when taking into account72

cognitive processes. Similarly to vision, participants could73

drastically reduce the coupling between a moving-light touch74

and the evoked postural responses.75

2. Methods76

2.1. Participants77

The study, achieved at Sorbonne University, complied with78

the Helsinki declaration relative to research involving human79

beings and received the approval of the local ethical committee.80

81

Forty-four healthy participants, divided into three groups,82

were involved in the experiments. Participants did not present83

any known neurological or postural history. Table 1 summa-84

rizes the descriptive statistics of the three groups.

GR1

(N=18)

GR2

(N=13)

GR3

(N=13)

Statistical

Significance
Age (years old) 22 (10.5) 22 (3) 22 (2) N.S.
BMI (kg.m−2) 22.5 (4.7) 21.1 (3.3) 21.9 (4.1) N.S.
Gender (f/m) 7/11 5/8 5/8 N.S.

Table 1: Participants characteristics summary. GR1, GR2 and GR3 designate
three separate groups. N indicates the sample size of each group. BMI stands
for Body Mass Index. Quantitative data is presented as medians (interquartile
ranges). N.S. means Non Significant.

85

2.2. Experimental setup86

Figure 1 shows a view of the experimental setup. It consists87

of a force plate (AMTI BP400600-1000) and one Degree of88

Freedom (DoF) translational device, which workspace is of89

6 cm.90

A typical trial consists of a participant standing on the top of91

the force plate and lightly touching the translational device.92

93

The force plate measures forces and torques applied by94

standing participants, which allows the computation of the95

CoP position. The translational device encloses a force sensor96

which measures the applied finger’s six force components (see97

top-left on figure 1). Participants hear an alarm sound each98

time the applied vertical force exceeds 1N. Two Light-Emitting99

Diodes (LED), are placed on the top of the translational device.100

The LEDs are either off or on to indicate the direction of101

movement of the translational device (see top-right on figure102

1) . Participants put their finger on a double-sided tape to avoid103

sliding on the translational device.104

105

A DC motor drives the translational device motion, and106

thus participants’ forefinger, with a linear motion resolution of107

0.003 mm. Loudspeakers broadcast continuously pink noise in108

the experimental room to prevent hearing the sound from motor109

and associated mechanical parts. A white sheet, covering the110

experimental setup, prevents participants from guessing that a111

translational mechanism is in play. During the experiment, the112

translational mechanism was placed in front of participants and113

oriented to produce translation in the sagittal plane.114

115

Custom software controls the motion of the translational116

mechanism (more specifically its velocity) and collects the data117

in real-time with a refresh rate of 500 Hz.118

2.3. Moving light-touch Biofeedback design119

In [13], we proposed moving-light touch biofeedback allow-120

ing an automatic displacement of the CoP to a new target posi-121

tion in the sagittal plane.122

We controlled the lightly touched translational mechanism123

velocity to be proportional to the difference between the target124

and the current CoP positions (see bottom-left on figure 1). The125

translational device drives CoP along a smooth path CoPRe f ,126

until reaching the final spot.127

128

The control law writes:129

VFinger(t) = K(CoPRe f (t) −CoP(t)) (1)130

Where VFinger is the velocity of the finger (equal to the ve-131

locity of the translational mechanism) at sample time t, CoPRe f132

is the reference trajectory, CoP(t) is a 0.3 Hz Butterworth133

low-pass filtered current CoP position in the anteroposterior134

direction.135

In other words, biofeedback works as follows: if a participant136

leaned forwards and overreached the desired value of the137

reference trajectory (i.e. CoP > CoPRe f ), the translational138

mechanism would move backwards to bring back CoP toward139

CoPRe f , and conversely.140

141

The feedback gain K is equal to 0.96 s−1. We tuned it142

empirically to maintain VFinger low enough with an average143

of about 1 mms−1 during our experimental session. This144

tuning aimed at increasing the ambiguity between external and145

self-motions.146

147

The time-domain description of the reference trajectory148

(CoPRe f ) includes four-time intervals (in blue on Figure 1):149

150
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Figure 1: In the figure center, a participant is standing on the top of a force platform and lightly touching the translational device. From top to bottom and from
left to right: 1/ A close view on the translational device composition, 2/ A block diagram of the closed loop, with a time domain description of CoPRe f 3/ The four
experimental conditions, with a highlight on the illuminating LED, 4/ Two temporal representations of a closed-loop results. The first illustrates a strong coupling:
the CoP in red follows the predefined path in blue, the velocity plot in purple is low. The second illustrates a weak coupling: the CoP is far from the predefined path,
the moving plate reach its mechanical limits (saturation) and thus the velocity is equal to zero.

• [0 to 10]s: there is no control. The software computes the151

average of CoP.152

• [10 to 20]s: CoPRe f is equal to the mean of CoP computed153

during the previous time interval154

• [20 to 30]s: CoPRe f is a smooth trajectory moving 8mm155

forward156

• [30 to 60]s: CoPRe f remains constant at its new value (8157

mm away from the initial position)158

2.4. Data Collection and processing159

For each experimental trial, we recorded CoPRe f and raw160

CoP corresponding to the reference and the current CoP161

position (unfiltered) in the sagittal plane.162

163

We introduced an evaluation criterion called ε that quantifies164

the closed-loop performance, and consequently the strength of165

the coupling between the finger and CoP motions:166

ε =
1
N
|
∑

N

(CoPRe f −CoP)| (2)167

N designates the number of samples of the experiment when168

the biofeedback was on (i.e. the [10 to 60]s time interval).169

This tracking error qualifies the efficiency of the closed-loop170

performances. The higher the tracking error is, the weaker is171

the coupling. A high ε indicates a failure in driving the CoP172

around the reference trajectory. An upper-bound of 8 was173

assigned to the error.174

175

2.5. Experimental procedure176

All participants were utterly naive about the goal of the177

experiment. For all the conditions, participants stood on the178

top of the force platform and touched the double-sided tape,179

located on the top of the translational mechanism, lightly180

with the index of their dominant hand. As soon as normal181

force exceeds 1N, an alarm sound is emitted and participants182

are asked to release the pressure. They held the other arm183

along the body. The experimenter adjusted the height of the184

translational device for each participant. Figure 1 illustrates the185

experimental protocol.186

The experimenter controlled visually the participants’ upper187

limb configuration, which they kept almost the same during188

the whole experiment. We also checked that the upper limb189

configuration was far from all joint limits.190

191

We instructed participants to keep a neutral upright standing.192

193

The experiment, consisting of providing participants with our194

moving light-touch biofeedback, included a baseline and four195

main conditions:196

• W/O feedback: In each trial, we considered the [0 to 10]s197

time lapse where the moving-light touch feedback was off.198

We computed the average CoP position during the first 5199

seconds, and we considered a hypothetical 8 mm forward200

reference for the remaining time to obtain a baseline score201

ε. This condition is the baseline.202

• EC: Participants kept their eyes shut. The LEDs were off.203

• EO : Participants kept their eyes open and looked at a cross204

drawn on a wall located 50 cm in front of them. The LEDs205

were off, and the moving plate was outside their field of206
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view. This condition consists of adding reliable sensory207

input.208

• EOF: Participants kept their eyes open and looked at the209

translational device. The experimenter told them that the210

translational device is moving. The LEDs were on and211

indicated the direction of motion of the plate (, i.e. for-212

ward or backward). This condition consists of adding the213

awareness about the external movement.214

• AR: Participants, aware of the external motion, are always215

looking at their finger, with the LEDs indicating the direc-216

tion of movement of the plate. The experimenter informed217

them about the existing coupling between their finger mo-218

tion and their postural sway. The instruction changed: in219

this condition, they should try to reject the coupling. This220

condition corresponds to a change from a neutral standing221

to voluntary rejection of the coupling.222

Participants achieved each condition three times. We thus223

computed three tracking errors, and the average is denoted ε.224

225

Participants of GR1 took part in the five conditions. The226

W/O feedback condition was always the first presented one.227

Then, the two second conditions (EC and EO) were presented228

randomly. The two remaining conditions took place in the229

same order: EOF and then AR. No further randomisation was230

possible since participants were gaining awareness progres-231

sively.232

233

In order to check that participants of GR1 did not benefit234

from learning or habituation, two other Groups were involved.235

In addition to the W/O feedback, participants of GR2 and GR3236

were involved respectively in the EOF and AR conditions.237

2.6. Statistical Analyses238

Taking into account the relatively small sample sizes of the239

groups included in the study, we present the descriptive statis-240

tics describing the data as medians (Inter-Quantile -Range),241

,i.e. Mdn (IQR), and we use non-parametric methods for242

analyses.243

244

We investigated the null hypothesis validity for gender245

ratio, BMI, and age between Groups using a χ2 and two246

Kruskal-Wallis tests.247

248

A Kruskal-Wallis test allowed checking the rejection of the249

null hypothesis for the W/O feedback condition between the250

three groups.251

252

The investigation of the null hypothesis between the tracking253

error during the different conditions (W/O feedback,EC, EO,254

EOF, and AR) for GR1 relied on a Friedmann test analysis. If255

the test rejected the null hypothesis, Post-hoc paired Wilcoxon256

tests, with a Bonferroni correction, is used.257

258

Two Wilcoxon signed-rank tests allowed checking the exis-259

tence of a significant difference between the W/O feedback,260

EOF and AR respectively for groups GR2 and GR3.261

262

A Mann-Whitney U test allowed the comparison of the263

tracking error between Groups (GR1/GR2), and (GR1/GR3)264

for the EOF and AR conditions, respectively. A final Mann-265

Whitney U test allowed the comparison of the tracking error266

between GR2 in the EOF condition and GR3 in the AR267

condition.268

269

The statistical level of significance has been set at p = 0.05.270

3. Results271

3.1. Participants272

Table 1 summarises the three groups characteristics. The273

groups did not differ by gender, χ2 (2, N = 44) = 0.001,274

p = 1. Two Kruskal Wallis tests rendered no significant275

difference between groups for age (H(2)=0.1, p = 0.95) and276

BMI (H(2)=3.89, p = 0.143).277

278

3.2. The tracking error ε279

Figure 2 shows a Tukey outlier boxplot of the tracking error280

score ε.281

Between groups comparisons. A Kruskal-Wallis indi-282

cated no significant difference (H(2)=2.21, p=0.33) for the283

W/O feedback conditions between the three groups GR1284

(Mdn=7.99), GR2 (Mdn=7.81), and GR3 (Mdn=7.14).285

286

A first Mann-Whitney U test indicated no significant dif-287

ference in the EOF condition between GR1 (Mdn=2.14) and288

GR2 (Mdn=0.85), U=90, p=0.293.289

The second Mann-Whitney U test indicated no significant290

difference in the AR condition between GR1 (Mdn=4.3) and291

GR3 (Mdn=3.3), U=87.5, p=0.242.292

The final Mann-Whitney U test indicated a significant differ-293

ence between GR2 (Mdn=0.85) and GR3 (Mdn=3.3) involved294

in the EOF and AR conditions respectively. The test statistic295

U was equal to 134.5, with p=0.009.296

297

Comparisons within GR2. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test298

showed a significant difference between the W/O feedback299

and EOF conditions, T=91, z=-3.81 and p<0.001.300

301

Comparisons within GR3. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test302

showed a significant difference between the W/O feedback303

and AR conditions, T=78, z=3.3 and p<0.01.304

305
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Comparisons within GR1. A Friedman’s test rendered a sig-306

nificant difference between the five conditions for Gr1, χ2
F(4) =307

57.9, p < 0.001. Post-hoc analysis using Wilcoxon rank-sized308

test with a Bonferroni adjustment showed significant pairwise309

comparisons between the AR and W/O feedback, p<0.01.310

W/O feedback is significantly different from the other condi-311

tions, p<0.001. AR is is significantly different from the other312

conditions, p<0.01.

Figure 2: A Tukey outlier boxplot of the tracking error. Note that for sake
of clarity, the W/O feedback of all the groups are merged. The full statistical
analyses are provided in the Results section

313

Figure 2 summarizes the main results. Our results show that314

the AR and W/O feedback are significantly different, which315

means that the coupling is not completely rejected. The sig-316

nificant difference between the AR and the EC, EO and EOF317

conditions suggest a drastic decrease of the coupling when par-318

ticipants are actively rejecting it.319

4. Discussion320

The main finding is the robustness of our proposed biofeed-321

back to cognitive processes. Nevertheless, light-touch is still322

penetrable by cognitive processes. To dramatically reduce323

the existing coupling between the finger and CoP motions,324

participants should be aware of the external motion, how it325

impacts sway, and actively reject its influence. Results from326

groups GR2 and GR3 suggest the absence of a significant327

learning effect during the experimental session. We will discuss328

the results obtained from GR1.329

330

Light-touch compares well to vision. Unlike vestibular331

and kinesthetic inputs, cognitive processes could reduce332

the coupling of evoked postural responses to their artificial333

manipulation. The similarity between vision and light-touch is334

due to their capacity to signal self and environment movements335

([5, 8, 3]). These two sensory information are subject to336

ambiguous information, especially in a moving environment.337

To this regard, the re-weighting mechanism (either sensory or338

cognitive), could be seen as a defense mechanism allowing to339

maintain an upright posture in a moving environment.340

341

The environmental motion could either present high dy-342

namics (high amplitude and high velocity) or low dynamics343

(low amplitude and low velocity). In the former, vision and344

light-touch can easily separate the external and self-motion. In345

the latter, the ambiguity increases, and the separation becomes346

difficult. Barela et al. showed, in their work [18], a group of347

participants not aware of the used moving-room paradigm were348

able to reduce the coupling after being exposed to a faster and349

larger moving-room motion. The increase in dynamics allows350

an implicit understanding of the stimulus and its influence351

on posture, which in turn allows a greater attenuation of the352

coupling than in the case of an explicit indication from the353

experimenter. This compares favourably to light-touch, where354

postural responses also depend on the stimuli dynamics. In355

[19], the authors displayed ten consecutive high-velocity356

and high-amplitude linear sagittal stimuli. In the first trial,357

more than half of the participants perceived by themselves358

the platform motion and their involuntary postural responses,359

which then vanished in subsequent trials. According to the360

authors, participants understood their overreaction and chose to361

actively ignore the stimulus. The cited study is in line with our362

results. The weaker coupling comes from the learnt awareness363

of the external motion and its influence on postural balance.364

The coupling rejection was not due to an explicit instruction365

from the experimenter but is instead an effect of understanding366

that the first evoked postural response could have threatened367

balance stability.368

When the stimulus is periodic and presents a low velocity369

and low amplitude, it becomes less easy to be detected and370

the coupling less easy to reject. The low dynamics of the371

stimulus increases its ambiguity. The authors of [20] reported372

that participants felt that their sway was increasing, without373

successfully attributing it to the touched device motion. Only374

one participant attributed the sway increase to the external375

motion and thus exhibited weaker coupling. This finding376

compares favourably with the results of [7, 18], where the377

authors informed participants about visual manipulation, and378

this information allowed them to decrease the coupling, even379

without being asked to do so. One can conclude that the only380

awareness of an external motion may change participants’381

postural control strategy and lead them to reject the coupling,382

but the change of strategy differs across individuals. In the383

study of Jeka et al. [10], all participants noticed by themselves384

that the motion of the moving touched-plate was ambiguous385

and failed to characterize it. Their postural sway remained386

strongly coupled to moving plate. One could hypothesize that387

the awareness of the external motion without understanding its388

impact on balance could be insufficient to reduce the coupling.389

Our proposed biofeedback highlights this hypothesis; we de-390

signed it to increase the ambiguity, decreasing the probability391

of guessing its effect on balance. This allows us to induce a392

relatively large CoP displacement without the participants’393

knowledge.394

395

In their works [21, 22], the authors studied the visual senso-396
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rimotor coupling under a moving-room paradigm with partic-397

ipants asked to ”resist the room’s movement”. They reported398

two results. The first is that the active resistance condition re-399

duces the coupling, in line with the results of this paper. Sec-400

ond, the reducing rate decreased when resisting the visual ma-401

nipulation and performing at the same time a concurrent cogni-402

tive task, since the attentional resources should then be shared.403

Preliminary trials reported in [13], indicates that the proposed404

biofeedback performances were not significantly influenced by405

a concurrent cognitive task. This is a little bit contradictory406

with the results of [23, 24], where a concurrent cognitive task407

altered the assistance provided by lightly touching a stable sur-408

face. One should notice, that none of these studies required409

intentional resources dedicated to the coupling between pos-410

ture and the stimuli. A moving-light touch paradigm with the411

explicit instruction to reject the coupling, associated with an412

additional cognitive task, needs to be addressed carefully.413

Finally, our biofeedback contrasts with previous studies414

on moving-light touch. Unlike the results reported in [15],415

where the addition of a stationary visual input reduced the416

sensorimotor coupling significantly, our study revealed no417

significant difference between the EC and EO conditions.418

The median slightly increased when participants looked at419

earth grounded visual information, but to a lesser extent than420

expected. The design and the tuning of the biofeedback explain421

the difference: it is based on the current CoP position and422

tuned to increase the ambiguity. Any attempt of reducing423

the coupling, e.g. due to a piece of reliable sensory infor-424

mation, will result in deviation of the CoP position. This425

deviation would constitute an error, and the biofeedback will426

gently compensate for by bringing the CoP to its target position.427

428

In conclusion, the main implication of our findings is that429

light-touch behaves to a large extent, like vision when taking430

into account cognitive processes. Similarly to vision, partic-431

ipants can voluntary reduce the coupling between a moving-432

light touch and the evoked postural responses. A plausible in-433

terpretation is that, as a defense mechanism, the CNS is able434

to re-weight these two sensory inputs to preserve balance in435

moving environments. Future research needs to focus on the at-436

tentional resources sharing when participants are asked to resist437

the coupling while achieving a concurrent dual-task.438
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